
Estate Walkabout Record 

Street Name Issue Identified Action Agreed

Target 

Completion 

Date

Status Notes

Actual 

Completion 

Date

Fintryside
Chain link fencing to left of path requires 

repair

MO to raise lines to renew 

link & replace angle post
18/06/2015 COMPLETE 05/06/2015

Fintryside ariel looks unsafe in high winds

MO to raise line to George 

walker to have checked and 

secured if necessary

13/06/2015 COMPLETE
1 tenant still using 

ariel, line cancelled.
04/06/2015

Fintryside
communal bin store - steel gate missing - 

only one in street
observation only nfa 13/06/2015 COMPLETE 03/06/2015

Fintryside
dog fouling evident on communal grass 

between blocks

letters to blocks to remind 

residents FPN if not picking 

up after dog action by 

Heather 

03/07/2015 COMPLETE 10/06/2015

Fintryside
communal bin store has somne rubbish 

down side

Letters to remind correct 

proceedure re disposal of 

rubbish

03/07/2015 COMPLETE 10/06/2015

Longhaugh 

Road
main door patched but not stained

MO to raise lines for works 

to be completed
18/06/2015 COMPLETE 17/06/2015

ASDA shopping trolly dumped inside sub 

station grounds
Heather to inform hydro 13/06/2015 OVERDUE

Fintryside
communal lighting to front of block was 

replaced but old 

slot not repainted and 

different size from previous
18/06/2015 COMPLETE 16/06/2015

communal lighting to front of block was 

replaced but old 

slot not repainted and 

different size from previous
18/06/2015 OVERDUE
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Findale Street
chain link fencing requires repair directly 

below street sign on right side of road 
Contractor instructed 13/06/2015 COMPLETE 09/06/2015

Findale Street
private property building extension. 

Extensive garden area
check this land is theirs 13/06/2015 OVERDUE

Findale Street
Lighting upgrade left unsightly area not 

painted

MO to issue lines to have all 

repainted
18/06/2015 OVERDUE

Findale Street spar on veranda missing MO to raise lines 18/06/2015 OVERDUE

flagstones & red bricks crumbling - 

possible frost damage -

 MO to check with TTL for 

soloution
13/06/2015 OVERDUE

Findale Street
Glass broken from property. Check with 

Police

MO to raise lines to have 

boarded up as immediate 

danger to residents.

13/06/2015 COMPLETE 04/06/2015

Findale Street 4 Spars missing from between blocks
MO to raise lines for 

replacement
13/06/2015 COMPLETE 10/06/2015

Findale Street litter strewn and moss deposits
MO to raise lines for general 

sweep up
13/06/2015 COMPLETE

Various job 

numbers against 

each block

08/06/2015
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